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For sawing modules running from winMulti (including owlines with integrated control), there is an option to reduce the cut

height. This is managed through an additional sensor on the saw cut stroke cylinder. This is particularly useful on saws with

a 500mm blade (to cut wide or tall pro les) but a reduced cycle time can be gained by reducing the saw cut stoke time by

limiting its travel on shorter pro les

Software Setup
The software triggers the use of the second saw height sensor when the pro le parameters are set to make this happen, else it simply uses

the sensor at the top of travel.

Two parameters are used, rstly the secondSawHeight parameter

This is the actual height that the user sets the saw blade to lift to

Secondly the saw cut height must be set for the pro le. In the following picture, the saw cut height is above the green line
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 ...The green line height is set by the secondSawHeight parameter

Adjusting the cut height slider will bring the black blade line lower down. If the black line is completely below the green line, then the mid

height sensor will be used on this pro le. The user can visually determine if the cut height still clears the pro le, as in the following picture.

Th physical height of the sensor on the cylinder will need to be adjusted by trial and error to ensure it switches at a similar point to the

expectation of the green line

Input Assignment
The input is called X269 InF_SCOutMid - Saw cut out Mid Switch.

If adding this to a machine as part of an upgrade, the input channel used will need to be linked to ibInputArray[269]
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